invisible soul leslie costa

Preface
The idea I had for this "CD" to start with, was to record this collection of songs from
a singer/songwriter"s perspective instead of the typical finished product with no back
stories.
During the winter of 2015/2016, I was sitting on a chairlift with a close friend and told him
my objective for the year was to write a whole new group of songs under one concept,
learn Garage Band on my Mac, record and produce the whole thing myself as well as
play all the instruments on ZERO budget. That meant, buying no studio quality gear at
all. I would only use the gear I have in my gig bag as a live performer and make it work.
This meant to do the whole project completely alone and without the help of other
musicians, producers and engineers. I emulated some parts on guitar and keys that I
would normally have an expert execute. For example, I love the idea of pedal steel and
fiddle on my songs but can"t play those instruments. Since guitar is my primary
instrument, I played a lot of the parts using bends to give the vibe of pedal steel. For
fiddle on "A Love Song" I used a synth sound for that and wrote the part in a way I know
would sound like a fiddle. Growing up, I played cello for years and understand bowing
which helped in my creation for this part. For bass and all keyboards, I played the basic
ideas.
In addition to writing, performing, recording and producing the songs myself, I wanted to
design a cohesive "booklet" that represents the songs from a visual viewpoint. For me,
these songs are all very visual. They are dark, moody and layered with a lot of emotion.
I have included all the lyrics, visuals and back story to go along with each song. I have
never done it this way before, but thought for anyone interested in the stories from
conception, it would be nice to offer this content. Exposing as it is, this is where the heart
and soul of each song originates from. The imagery I selected and designed, is not as
much literal as it is a way to paint a visual picture of the songs and the stories.
This was a massive project that has been gratifying and fun to create and execute.
The songs are demos as well but very elaborate demos, to say the least.
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Invisible Soul, the record

Feeling invisible is a
journey into my soul to survive
feelings of loss, rejection,
exclusion and loneliness in the
pursuit of love and belonging.

The vision for the record and the title track
The concept of the song originated in February 2016
while snowboarding one day. I was descending a steep gully
called "Devil"s Backbone" with almost zero visibility during a
powder storm. I started to hear the chord progression and beat
pounding in my ears. When I snowboard, especially out west,
I think of only the moment I am in. I love big mountains, steep
and rugged terrain and deep powder. That means navigating
around cliffs, through trees, bumps and everything the
mountain has to offer including dangerous weather. For me,
this is clarity. Snow is white and when in its virgin state, is
beautiful, peaceful and clean. I see this in contrast to the
ocean which is dark, scary and mysterious.
"Invisible Soul" and feeling invisible is a journey into my own
soul to survive feelings of loss, rejection, exclusion, loneliness,
isolation and hopelessness in the pursuit of love and the sense
of belonging and happiness. It is a very lonely place to be,
especially when people assume while looking at your life that
things "aren"t that bad". But we all suffer our own demons and
fears that are true to ourselves. To me, feeling invisible is the
lonliest place I have ever felt because it feels like my existence
means nothing to the world around me. I know I have left a
footprint with all the years I have been lucky to play my music.
It's been meaningful to me to see how sometimes my songs
have made an impact in someone's life, or that a gig brought
people together.
To really love someone and be a friend, is to accept them
for who they are and not try to change them for personal
convenience. This is a true "breakup CD", so don"t be looking

feeling invisible

here for party songs:)
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Invisible Soul
I"m listening now
To the sound of the sea
I used to know my name
I used to know my way
Ride into the storm, into the white
Where everything is clean
In everything I see

Ride into the storm,
into the white
Where everything
is clean
in everything I see

God only knows where we're going
God only knows why we're here
And I will follow your dream
I"m following you to the
Sound of your heart
To every single word
And every single dream
Invisible soul, invisible soul
Lost along the way
Lost in yesterday
God only knows where we're going
God only knows why we're here
And I will follow your dream
Looking up at the stars
Reaching into the dark
I keep trying to find
My way there
Invisible soul, invisible soul
Will you find your peace
Out there on the sea
__
Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 2.12.16
Recorded February 2016
Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and
acoustic guitars, keyboards, bass, shaker
and drum and percussion programming.
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The song "Invisible Soul" was written about the idea of losing oneself in a relationship where the other person is more important than
yourself. When you follow that person and make their dreams and values your priority, as time goes by, you become more and more
lost. What you are left with is a feeling of being invisible, like you don"t matter anymore even in the peripheral world around you. The
biggest life lesson I learned a long time ago is that, we are all just a small spec in the reality of the world. During dark periods in life,
I have felt invisible to all those around me and if I vanished, it would not really matter. Using the contrast of the snow storm in its fury of
white against the dark stormy sea, was my metaphor of clarity vs. uncertainty. Both snowboarding in steep and deep powder has the
same rhythmic motion as surfing or sailing high waves during a storm at sea. The end of the song is a long instrumental that was the
beginning idea of this song and concept for the CD. This was the first song that I recorded during this project as I was learning
the program.

will you find your peace
out there on the sea
invisible soul leslie costa

Ask The Mountain
I know all this sorrow
Will pass me and free me so I'm one
But it's a long road to tomorrow
I"m drifting away from the sun
I'll ask the mountain
To take me back home
I'll ask the mountain

I"ll ask the
mountain
To take me
back home

All these questions have no answers
I'm falling into this endless crevasse
I'll ask the mountain
To take me back home
I'll ask the mountain
You'll always be with me
You'll always belong
Can I believe love can win
If there's a reason for last winter
Heal me, teach me what you know
Cause when the snow comes
And I'm with you
Take me to the places I once knew
I'll ask the mountain
To take me back home
I'll ask the mountain
Take me home
__
Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 8.28.16
Recorded September 2016
Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and
acoustic guitars, keyboards, bass and
drum and percussion programming.
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To me, religion is not just a church or a God. It can be something different. Over the past
eight years, I lost part of the passion I had for winter, snowboarding and experiencing that
magic feeling I always felt in that world. It was my own fault this happened. I allowed myself
to put other things I thought were important ahead of my love for this sport/passion and
spent less and less time doing it. I thought I was doing the right thing but lost valuable time
doing what I love. The song is about the journey back to that place where I left off and asking
the mountain to heal me and take me back.

heal me, teach me
what you know
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Chasing the Dragon
All caught up in that game we play
Can't get enough of the love we crave
Always looking for something more
What are you looking for
We're all guilty of the things we do
Good intensions can ruin you
No one's ever gonna give it up
When you're starving for love (we're)

Chasing
Chasing
Chasing
Chasing

the dragon again
an imaginary end
the dragon again
my imaginary friend

Chasing the dragon again
Chasing an imaginary end
Chasing the dragon again
Chasing my imaginary friend
Got a call from a friend of mine
Said I'm lost in what I can't find
Love is only a moment in time
Just a moment in time (we're)
Chasing the dragon again
Chasing an imaginary end
Chasing the dragon again
Chasing my imaginary friend
All the while we were living like thieves
All this time it was only a dream

This song was the original title track for the record. I didn't even know what the title meant until the fall of 2015. When I learned that the definition

Chasing the dragon again
Chasing an imaginary end
Chasing the dragon again
Chasing my imaginary friend
__

is a drug term that means an addict chasing their first high and never attaining it, I thought it was an interesting concept. I started thinking about
love and relationships and how people so often chase that new "in love" feeling when first falling in love. So, it is not just about drug addiction.
Confusing being in love with falling in love is a common misconception. When that new feeling fades, people often run and repeat the same
pattern of starting new relationships and chasing that intoxicating feeling of falling in love over and over again. That is what "Chasing The Dragon"
is about and how similar it is to chasing an addict's first high.

Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 3.24.16
Recorded April 2016
Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and
acoustic guitars, keyboards, bass and
drum and percussion programming.

chasing an imaginary end
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Borrowed Car
Wish these things didn't bother me
I know trouble that's what I see
Things aren't always what they seem
Just like love the elusive dream
Don't know what I feel is worse
Feeling nothing or feeling burned
No one really goes your way
People change and drift away

I left home but
never got too far
Looking at life from
a borrowed car

All alone in the northern stars
Looking for love in a borrowed car
I left home but never got too far
Looking at life from a borrowed car
I watched the storm on the mountain rage
The higher I climbed, the deeper I slaved
When the snow turned into rain
All I saw was your muddy name
All alone in the northern stars
Looking for love in a borrowed car
I left home but never got too far
Looking at life from a borrowed car

This is one of the oldest song here. I wrote most of it in 2013 and then updated it in October 2016. This was the last song
I recorded. I thought the title was a cool metaphor. I use "Borrowed Car" to mean how I used to look at the world as though
I were looking at it outside of myself, like it wasn't real yet. When I get lost in love, grief, anger, sadness, dreams …etc., it feels
disorienting. I am describing the feeling of being lost in the stars and how that almost seems like teenage mentality. We sometimes
get lost in our dreams and expectations of what we dreamed life and love to be. And when we fail, it can appear that we never
really made it that far from our roots.

Wish these things didn't bother me
I know trouble that's what I see
I left home but never got too far
Looking at life from a borrowed car
All alone in the northern stars
Looking for love in a borrowed car
I left home but never got too far
Looking at life from a borrowed car
All alone in the northern stars....
I left home but never got too far
Looking at life from a borrowed car
__
Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 6.3.13
Recorded October 2016
Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and acoustic guitars,
keyboards, bass and drum and
percussion programming.

all alone in the northern stars
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She is singing a love song
to everybody, she is dancing
She is singing a love song
And celebrating, she is laughing

A Love Song
There was a house on a hill by the sea
Where the music played
Mid summer moon or a sunny afternoon
People came from miles
Like a dream or romantic movie scene
It was the way it was
With the wind on our side flying high
No black clouds over head
And she was singing a love song to everybody
She was dancing
She was singing a love song and celebrating
She was laughing
All the years passed us by like a breeze
Then the storm came on fast
Had no mercy for love in its path
A winter"s night to forget
And she was singing a love song to everybody
She was dancing
She was singing a love song and celebrating
She was laughing
And the crowd kept on screaming for more
With the music playing loud
And the dream was just shattered and torn
Leaving nothing behind
And she is singing a love song to everybody
She is dancing
She is singing a love song and celebrating
She is laughing
_

This is definitely NOT a love song. It is a sarcastic ode
to social media and its evil exposé. This is the story, the
song I see so many visuals for. How love starts out so
happyily, innocent, pure and bright and how it ends so
sad, evil, corrupt and dark. I wrote about the contrast
of the one who leaves against the one who was thrown
away and how it is a big party and joke to the one who
leaves you for dead. Often times you provide people
with entertainment, gossip and good conversation at
your expense leaving you alone to wonder, who is really
there for you. Heartbreak comes in all forms
and wears many faces.

Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 6.25.16
Recorded July 2016
Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and acoustic guitars,
keyboards, bass and drum and percussion programming.

a winter's night to forget
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Face the Fall
Long days, long nights
And everybody's doing the best they can, to help me
But I know it's all me
When everybody's gone, and back with their families
I'm falling down, thought I heard them say
You can face it, you can face it
You can face the fall
You can face it, you can face it

The only way
to move on
Is to accept the
blackest night,
so I will see
the light

These days are bad days
Got to surrender to that place where sadness rapes me
I've got to be alone and feel that pain
Cause the only way to move on
Is to accept the blackest night, so I will see the light
Then things will get better, so I tell myself
You can face it, you can face it
You can face the fall
You can face it, you can face it
Things are gonna change, that's what everybody says
Are they just being kind
Or is there something out there that I can't see right now
That'll change my life
Slow ride on the dark side
I fear I"m letting go and letting the tide take me
So far away, where I can't hear me say
You can face it, you can face it
You can face the fall
You can face it, you can face it, you can face the fall
You can face it, you can face it
You can face the fall
__
Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 5.21.16
Recorded May 2016

The idea for this song came from reading a passage from a journal a young relative had written about
grieving the loss of her fiancé. The hardest days of grief are the ones after friends and family go back
into their daily lives, leaving you feeling so alone to deal with your loss. It is hard to accept close
friends who offer transparent advice especially if they have never experienced real loss. So, therefore,
they clearly do not know how it feels. Period. But as was pointed out to me from someone I truly
respect, wishing to feel numb as opposed to feeling the pain is not the best route, especially for me.
To believe that to find real love means knowing what it feels like to experience true loneliness and
loss. To define light means defining darkness, otherwise everything is middle gray. And, facing our
fears is braver than avoiding them. So, that is what this song is all about.

Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and acoustic guitars, keyboards,
bass and drum and percussion programming.
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Where I Stand
Great impostors light the night
Telling stories of their lives
All those words that sound so right
Take us down
And 'round and 'round
Every season's gonna pass
Then those days become your past
Now I know that love won't last
I am free from trickery
Where I stand
Is where I'm broken
In this foreign land
Is where I'm goin'
Where blood turns to sand

Where I stand
Is where I'm broken
in this foreign land
Is where I'm goin'
where blood turns to sand
You're just a stop
along the way
Better hold on fast
You're gonna crash

We're all drifters of the heart
Building dreams to take us far
So when you're up there in the stars
Better hold on fast for the crash
Where I stand
Is where I'm broken
In this foreign land
Is where I'm goin'
Where blood turns to sand

Sometimes feeling free is letting go of
dreams and beliefs we carry with us all our
lives. I have always unconditionally believed

Great impostors pick their prey
Using love as selfish bait
You're just a stop along the way
Better hold on fast
You're gonna crash

in love, despite all the disappointments I
have experienced until now. I don't respect
people who are dishonest, unkind and not
loyal to those they claim they love. Some

__

of us are weak and stupid and believe in

Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 9.10.16
Recorded September 2016

heartbreak and disappointment.

foolish words that only lead to betrayal,

Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and
acoustic guitars, keyboards, bass
and drum and percussion programming.

great impostors light the night
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The Lucky One

You put on
a good show
Then you went out
With a cold,
hard blow

Guess you had the right
You felt you had to leave that way
It wasn't what you said
It was the way you said goodbye
So was it really love
Or was I just a game to you
You put on a good show
Then you went out with a cold hard blow
But did you have to leave that way
Did you have to say those things
Did you have to leave that way and ruin everything
Maybe I'm the lucky one, maybe I'll be glad we"re done
Maybe I'm the lucky one after all
Candles and the moon
Champaign and a wedding cake
You wore that dress so well
And danced a dance that played the day
Did you really have to leave that way
Did you really have to say those things
Did you really have to leave that way and ruin everything
Maybe I'm the lucky one, maybe I'll be glad we're done
Maybe I'm the lucky one after all
Maybe I'm the lucky one who will find a better love
Maybe I'm the lucky one after all
You came in strong and built your name
You played the crowd in vane
But did you have to leave that way
Did you have to say those things
Did you have to leave that way and ruin everything
Maybe I'm the lucky one, maybe I'll be glad we're done
Maybe I'm the lucky one after all
Maybe I'm the lucky one who will find a better love
Maybe I'm the lucky one after all
__
Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 7.13.16
Recorded October 2016

People talk about "the big picture" and how endings lead to new beginnings that can be better than what you had
before. For me, I still don"t understand how and why people who love another human being with their whole heart,
can just turn off their love, kindness and loyalty and walk out with no remorse. Either that person has not been
honest all along, or they are so narcissistic that they just do what they want regardless of how it affects the person
they used to love with no compassion. It is the way someone leaves. It doesn't have to be heartless, but it usually is.

did you really have to
leave that way

Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric guitars, keyboards, bass
and drum and percussion programming.
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When The Raven Flies
When the sun don't shine and the night is blind
Gonna take this time to take back what is mine
When the raven flies

There was a garden
and fields of green
And the colors of
summers that we've seen
The raven fly

I take a look around on this sacred ground
All the souvenirs are saved but can't be found
Where the raven flies
Is there's an answer to this madness
When the love you've known
Is gone, gone, gone
There was a garden and fields of green
And the colors of summers that we've seen
The raven fly
Is there's an answer to this madness
When the love you've known
Is gone, gone, gone

It was a late winter's day in 2015 and the snow pack was still deep in CT. This was a majestic winter when the snow was really
deep, temps were very cold and the snow did not totally melt until late April/early May. Winter is my favorite season and even
that year when the snow didn't melt in CT until past mid April, I was ready for winter to be over. My house was frozen solid in
ice and snow and there were huge ice blocks in the window sills. The driveway was seriously a bobsled track. One day when I
was looking out the front window I noticed two ravens landed together on a dead branch of a tree in the front of the house.
I immediately said to myself, "that looks sinister." I hate noise, so I hate crows/ravens. From that day forward they landed on
my property and built their nest. Soon, other ravens came to visit. It was a real party.
In poetic terms, the raven symbolizes death. It was that day they landed on that branch that I should have realized everything
was going down. Looking around the house and gardens during the spring of 2016, I wrote about the ravens and how they
symbolized the end of a very big chapter in my life.

But the hardest part of this broken heart
Is our baby's eyes asking where and why
The raven flies
I'm holding on
To a love that feels so wrong
When the sun don't shine and the night is blind
Gonna take this time to take back what is mine
When the raven flies
__
Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 3.25.16
Recorded April 2016
Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and
acoustic guitars, keyboards, bass
and drum and percussion programming.

the hardest part...
is our baby's eyes asking why
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Angel
Leave a light on when you go
I'm lost in something I don"t know
I'm crawling in the dirt
Now I know this kind of hurt
We all get what we deserve
In the end we own our worth
When I die will I be free
From this burden of forgiveness
I can't see
Are you there, thought I saw my angel
Are you there for me this time
Are you there, thought I heard my angel
Whisper something soft and kind
Don't tell me I'm ok
Don't lie another day
I've come to understand
Why we build these walls
With our bare hands

I'm crawling
in the dirt
Now I know
this kind
of hurt

Are you there, thought I saw my angel
Are you there for me this time
Are you there, thought I heard my angel
Whisper something soft and kind
Leave a light on when you go
I'm lost in something I don't know
I'm crawling in the dirt
Now I know this kind of hurt

So many times I ask myself if there is an angel watching over me. In those moments, I feel

__

alone with a complete loss of faith of any kind. The song is asking if there is an angel there.

Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 8.20.16
Recorded August 2016
Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and acoustic
guitars, keyboards, bass and drum and
percussion programming.
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The music is not sweet but eerie with an edge of dissonance.

we all get
what we deserve
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Tell Her That You Love Her

Now the
ghosts of summer
dance with the moon
Where our wedding bells
lay broken in ruin

My world is noble and my world is wise
Still I don't know the truth from a lie
There's a voice I know teaching me about change
And how the letting go will free the pain
My heart's been broken since the day I was born
Everything I touch surely turns to stone
Like the dreams we held when love was new
Are now just photographs of me and you
Tell her that you love her, tell her this today
Tell her that you love her, don't let her slip away
Tell her that you love her, tell her she's the one
Tell her that you love her, when morning comes
The silence screams so loud in these halls
In this sweet little house that was more than just walls
Now the ghosts of summer dance with the moon
Where our wedding bells lay broken in ruin
Tell her that you love her, tell her this today
Tell her that you love her, don't let her slip away
Tell her that you love her, tell her she's the one
Tell her that you love her, when morning comes
Oh, and now the poet's gonna sing
Oh about the places where I've been
Out here in the dead of night
Now I'm counting on fall to harvest a change
Maybe bring a new love in a cleansing rain
And the things I touch will turn to gold
When I rebuild my house with hope

Though this is a sad song, there is a positive message which is, if you are lucky enough to have real love with someone, let
them know you appreciate them and love them. This is another song that is very visual to me. It is mournful with hope. Hope
meaning, if you love someone, tell them. Don't hold back or take anyone or anything for granted. Love will change and the
person you thought you knew may end up a total stranger. You can choose to stay current with the ones who matter and

__

not let go. This is an eerie song that I really want to convey the message of the death of a relationship. The disillusionment of

Words & music by
Leslie Costa
Written 7.10.16
Recorded July 2016

dark fortress that is just a bunch of walls on a graveyard. Sad, yes. And true.

Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and
acoustic guitars, keyboards and bass.
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dreams and a future together in what was once a home filled with light, laughter and love only to turn into a lifeless, cold and

the silence screams
so loud in these halls
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Red Sky
It's a red, red sky
On a blue, blue mile
Change is coming on
Lonely days be gone
The landscape's changing hue
An old song's sounding new
Strangers come and go
Can I trust what I don"'t know

The landscape's
changing hue
An old song's
sounding new

I feel the fire
I feel the tide come over me
Should I hide
Under this black cloud that's over me
In the red, red sky
Where the future lies
Step out in the sun
The journey's just begun
I feel the fire
I feel the tide come over me
Should I hide
Under this black cloud that's over me
Can I let it go
Will I even know If it's time to try
For the red, red sky
On an endless mile
Dreams are what they are
But they can take you far
In the red, red sky
The red, red sky
__
Words & music by
Leslie Costa
8.2.16
Recorded August 2016

I chose to put this song after "Tell Her That You Love Her" to give relief and hope to the situation and mood of the
journey of this record in sequential order. "Red Sky" is a fresh outlook on the possibility of finding love again,
even when walking with a heavy heart.

strangers come and go
can I trust what I don't know

Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and
acoustic guitars, keyboards,
bass and drum and percussion programming.
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City of Hope
Fallen heroes
Fallen angels
Walking with a fractured heart
Searching for the sun
In the city of hope
I know the stranger
I know the loner
Sinking in the sea of desire
Searching for some love
In the city of hope
All the promises
All the words that are said
Are nothing more than moments in time
Searching for the truth
In the city of hope
Will tomorrow bring
Peace and love within
Driving to the edge of my life
Searching for the sky
In the city of hope
__
Words & music by
Leslie Costa
3.28.16
Recorded July 2016
Leslie Costa: All vocals, electric and
acoustic guitars, keyboards, bass and
drum and percussion programming.

Fallen heroes, fallen angels... Walking with a fractured heart
Searching for the sun in the city of hope
This is the closer. This song I waited a few months to record and had no idea what the end result would sound like. As I recorded it,
I was very happy with the way it took shape and ended up.
This is the story that wraps up the journey and to say that we are all travelers. And, "city" in this song is a metaphor, it is not literal. The
"city" represents my whole being, my soul. Through this journey, I have faced darkness and light. I have met angels and demons. I have
felt love and hate. I have been loved and hated. So, in any chapter of misfortune, disappointment and heartbreak, I still see the hope for
recovery and happiness. As I am learning, the darkest hour may really be right before the dawn. The loss of love defines having loved
and having been loved. Light is defined in contrast to darkness just as life is defined by death.
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will tomorrow bring
peace and love within
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